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Deep down inside, Zoe Lake-Winters knew that she hadnâ€™t yet bid goodbye to Covenant

College. The realization that the final fight will be fought at the place she thought she would never

see again isnâ€™t lost on her.Still â€¦ she has no choice. Her family comes first and sheâ€™s out of

options.Another attack on Sami Winters forces Zoe and Aric to embrace the inevitable. They pack

up their kid and courage and join together with friends to return to a forgotten campus located

smack dab in the middle of Michigan â€¦ and a dark forest full of secrets and trouble.Evil has always

dwelled at Covenant College, and Zoe is determined to make sure she eradicates it â€¦ one way or

the other. Her former roommates Kelsey and Paris are along from the ride, and a few familiar faces

pop up to lend a hand, too.It seems that someone is putting The Academy back together, and all of

the hunters can only agree on one target: Sami Winters. Sheâ€™s the key to a really big puzzle and

everyone wants her power â€“ even if she hasnâ€™t fully manifested it yet.Aric and Zoe have to join

forces one last time with everyone they know and trust to fight the evil that pervades Covenant

College if they expect to live happily ever after. The fight will be dark, dirty, and dangerous. No one

is safe.So, strap in for adventure, because this battle will mark the end of it all â€¦ one way or

another.
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This is a really good book that I highly recommend! The characters are interesting and it easily kept

my interest. My only complaint is that I wish it was longer! I would think the story was going in one

direction and then it would end up somewhere else. Very entertaining. I hope Ms. Lee continues

with stories of this family and even starts a storyline with the daughter, Sami. I would be very

interested in reading about her experiences and hopefully they include Rafael. I was glad that he

turned back up in a story. Again, great book!

I love all of the Covenant trilogies. The ending of this was full circle back to the beginning. I loved it!!

I am hopeful there will be more stories around Sami and her life and maybe Rafael??? One can at

least hope. This one had suspense, mystery and major action. Mixed with old friends and family

what more does a novel need! Great job as always Amanda M. Lee!!

I didn't want to start this book because I knew as soon as I did it would be over. I have to admit a

few times I wanted to grab a hold of Sami and explained to her who the parents are, especially with

the rolling of the eyes or the whining about her parents kissing. So this tells you that the author

really makes you feel like you are there. Wish the author would reconsider about ending the series. I

really love the characters!

Not my favorite book by this author but I really do enjoy reading her stories...I can even over look

the grammatical errors...there are three other series by Amanda M Lee I prefer but this one is well

worth the time to read it and entertaining...

Amanda Lee is amazing! I love her books the end of Covenant was no different. Great snark and

sarcasm and battles and everything needed out of a book. Hate to see the series go but I loved the

journey.

Once you start the series you won't want to put it down until you finish it. It is filled with love, fight

and all kinds of friendship with a slice of hate thrown in.



I LOVE this series! I didn't realize there were other books before dying covenant so I started with

Haunted Covenant . I finished the book and found out there were several before it, which made

sense of course. I was so excited to go back and start from the beginning. I've read these books a

few times now it never gets boring! The characters are all hilarious and unique in their own way

which makes for such a great dynamic. Fingers crossed Amanda keeps the series going!

I've enjoyed all three series in this chronicle. This finally book was the perfect ending for an

imperfect couple. Long live Zoe, Aric, Sami, and even Trouble.
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